
 

Apostles (Deck and Online Instructions) by Luke Jermay -
Pokerdeck - Markiertes Kartenspiel

A stunning custom deck of cards with a versatile hidden feature from Luke
Jermay and Vanishing Inc. {.lead}

Luke Jermay is one of magic and mentalism's greatest thinkers. He spares no
detail in anything he does, and "Apostles Playing Cards" are no exception.

From a pure aesthetic standpoint, the "Apostles Deck" is a thing of beauty. Its
elegant design was hand-illustrated by Stefan Eriksson to infuse a touch of luxury
into your card magic without being overbearing. Manufactured by Cartamundi on
their signature thin stock, this deck of cards is a dream to handle. Any card
collector would be thrilled to have these in their collection.

However, what really sets them apart, is the fact that secretly hidden within the
back design of "Apostles Playing Cards" is a special feature that transforms them
into a must-own for any magician or mentalist. The "Apostles Deck" can be
customized to suit your own unique performing needs.

Magicians and mentalists are familiar with marked playing cards. But few have
studied them like Luke Jermay. Having spent years and years working with them,
Luke discovered that not every marked deck trick requires the same markings.
Sometimes, a trick may require you know the suit and value, while other times,
the ability to quickly idenify the color of a card can allow you to look like a miracle
worker.

Carefully integrated into the design of "Apostles Playing Cards" is space for you
to secretly mark the cards based on your needs. You can mark the suit and/or
value, the color, or the identify of the card. It just takes a few seconds per card
and the markings blend in seamlessly. They're totally invisible to the untrainted
eye.

In the 30-minute tutorial, Luke walks you through everything you need to know to
get the most out of this marking system and take advantage of its distinct
benefits. All this at a price that is affordable enough to make these your new
worker deck of cards.

"Apostles Playing Cards" come with matching jokers, an extra three of clubs and
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a special gimmick card that you'll learn to love after watching the tutorial.
Everything is packed into a gorgeous custom tuck case.
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